
 
 

MACRO Impact from 5/15/22-5/21/22 
133 Total Contacts [Approx. 19/day] 

Please direct questions to Dena Delaviz at ddelaviz@oaklandca.gov.    
 

Source of Calls 

On-View: MACRO Crews survey the pilot programs designated impact zones to self-dispatch, by 
identifying and making contact with individuals that may require MACRO support. The purpose of this 
practice to build familiarity with the population and the impact zones MACRO will serve. In addition, 
On-view interventions have been focused on identifying an incident before it becomes a call into 
emergency services (Police, Fire, or Medical).   
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INCIDENT TYPES

Check Well Being Sleeper Other Panhandling Behavioral Concern

Incident Types Occurrence % 
Check Well Being 98 74% 

Sleeper 27 20% 
Other 1 1% 

Panhandling 1 1% 
Behavioral Concern 5 4% 
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Incident Definitions: 

Wellness Check:  MACRO Responders identify people at risk of harm and seek to help the person 
minimize or decrease any safeguarding risks. Crews ascertain whether the individual is alive, breathing 
and conscious but are limited to providing basic medical care, calling for medical transport, and 
offering information on organizations that can provide further services.  

Sleeper: A Wellness Check performed with an individual who is first identified as sleeping.  

Behavioral Health Concern: A person struggling with their behavioral health brought on by stress, 
addiction, depression, anxiety, relationship problems, grief, mood disorders, or other psychological 
concerns that interfere with their behaviors or cognition.    

Indecent Exposure: The exposure of one’s body, especially the genitals or a woman’s breasts, in a public 
place or in a way considered offensive.  

Panhandling: Any solicitation made in person upon any street or public place in which a person requests 
an immediate donation from another person. The term does not include passively standing or sitting. 
 

Demographic of those Served: 
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GENDER

Man;

Woman;

Nonbinary;
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• 1% Declined to State their Race 

  

75%

1%
1%

12%

11%

RACIAL DEMOGRAHIC

Black; Other; Native American; White; Latinx or Hispanic;

75% 23% 1%0%

MEDICAL INSURANCE STATUS 
No Medical Insurance MediCal Medicare Private Medical Insurance
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Reference 
Number 

Date Narrative 

701 5/17/2022 MACRO team came across an individual presenting black male that asked us 
to check in on them yesterday. They didn't get much sleep last night, and 
hadn’t heard back from their contact for housing/treatment, so team agreed 
to check back in with them at 11am to transport them to CARES if they are 
still interested. Call complete 

736 5/18/22 Macro 4 arrived on scene, male flagged us down, male is a repeated recipient 
and we had agreed to help him get to lifelong to be seen for his medication 
and to figure out why he's been so lethargic. He stated he is also interested 
in housing and we agreed to check on him tomorrow and try to start that 
process but we wanted to get his health needs figured out first. We offered 
him 2 waters and he accepted. Transport was complete. No further 
assistance and no medical attention was needed. Call complete. 

748 5/19/2022 Macro team arrived on scene for a frequent wellness check. Team followed 
up with participant to see how his doctor’s appointment went yesterday, 
stated he wasn’t able to see the doctor but did fill out all necessary 
documents; asked if we can drop him off at Lifelong Clinic. Team began 
transport with starting mileage 936 and ending transport mileage 939. Team 
will follow up with participant tomorrow to start the process for CARES 
Navigation. Provided juice. MCC. 

769 5/21/22 Upon MACRO arrival found client sleeping on bus stop bench. Once awake 
the client appeared alert and in no distress. The client is a 54 y/o unhoused 
male. The client immediately requested transportation to the hospital for 
nausea plus chronic left leg pain rated as 7/10 and sharp. There was a 
medical boot on left foot that appeared damaged and worn. Once boot was 
off there was visible swelling to lower left leg. The patient expressed that he 
was “hit by a car October 2021 and had a metal Rod placed in his lower leg.” 
The patient wants to go to the hospital for assistance with Nausea, his leg 
pain and a new medical boot, as well as social services for assistance with 
housing. EMS was requested with a code 2 response and no fire department. 
Falck B124 arrived on scene and care was transferred without incident. 
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